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Our overall theme for 2020 is “Cloudy Vision 20/20”� The 
number 2020 is usually associated with perfect vision 
and those with a Malaysian heritage will also note the 
significance of the number� 2020 is the year that Malaysia 
planned to reach developed nation status as part of the 
“Wawasan 2020” or Vision 2020 that was first set forth by 
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir in his first stint as Prime Minister 
from 1981 to 2003�  Malaysia has achieved much in terms of 
economic development since independence but will just miss 
developed world status with GDP per capita at USD10,500 
slightly below the World Bank threshold of USD12,000� For 
2020, we believe that the outlook is cloudy and we clearly 
don’t have 20/20 vision and we will explain why in our outlook 
below�

In our outlook last year, we were reasonably optimistic 
that 2019 would be a better year than 2018 for both Fixed 
Income and Equity though it would be a “Challenging Drive”� 
We were bullish on Fixed Income given that we expected 
global economic growth would slow and that is exactly what 

happened� Global economic growth deteriorated as the US-
China trade war continued to escalate with higher tariffs 
from both sides�  So investors in our fixed income funds 
enjoyed strong gains for the whole of 2019 as interest rates 
fell in reaction to the weak economic growth�  For equities, 
we turned more cautious from 2Q2019 as equity markets 
rose sharply in 1Q2019�  From then on equity markets were 
extremely volatile, trading on news flow from the trade 
wars�  There were large corrections like in May when trade 
talks disappointed and then rallies when trade hopes were 
restored and this occurred over and over again� Indeed, for 
equities it was a very “’Challenging Drive”� However, after the 
Federal Reserve restarted a form of quantitative easing in 
September, markets started recovering and ended the year 
up 10 percent� There were other events that made 2019 a very 
challenging year� In no particular order, there was Brexit that 
was eventually postponed, the devaluation of the Argentina 
Peso and also the unrest in Hong Kong�

For 2020, we are not so clear that the year will be better 
even if economic conditions improve.  Certainly, fixed income 
is unlikely to see the strong returns that we saw in 2019 as 
interest rates have now dropped to lower levels� We will not 
be able to see the same degree of compression in interest 
rates that would push up bond prices� Indeed, globally 
interest rates are already at or close to record lows�  In the 
Eurozone and Japan, even investment grade corporate bonds 
are yielding close to zero� It is only in Asia and the US where 
the yields are more reasonable with investment grade bonds 
yielding 3�0 to 3�5% although these yields are close to the 
all-time lows� There is also some risk of higher

Our 2019 Review & 2020 Investment Strategy

Our 2Q 2019 Review

CLOUDY VISION 20/20

For equities, we turned more cautious from 
2Q2019 as equity markets rose sharply in 
1Q2019�  From then on equity markets were 
extremely volatile�

Investors in our fixed income funds enjoyed 
strong gains for the whole of 2019 as interest 
rates fell in reaction to the weak economic 
growth� 
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interest rates in 2020 should economies rebound� Therefore, 
our fixed income team is expecting a more modest return of 
around 4% to 5% for 2020� 

With interest rates at such low levels, investors may think 
that the obvious choice would be to invest in equities and 
there is some merit in the idea�  We do think equities may 
start off well as economic fundamentals should improve 
in 2020. Our Maybank Kim Eng economist Dr Chua Hak Bin 
and consensus are expecting economies to recover on 
expectations of a trade deal between US and China� However, 
it is also difficult to get overly excited about equities because 
in our opinion the valuations and economic fundamentals are 
not compelling. Often the right time to buy stocks is when 
economic conditions are bleak and also when stock markets 
have corrected substantially� Undeniably, current economic 
conditions are weak but equity markets have not corrected 
but have actually gone up� 

Throughout 2019, corporate earnings have been revised 
downwards due to the weak economic situation as share 
prices have gone up and in terms of PER (Price Earnings 
Ratio), the market is not cheap� Asia is trading at a PER 
multiple of 13�5x and the US is trading at a multiple of 18x� 
These multiples are far above the long term averages 
indicating that stock markets are relatively expensive� 
Corporate earnings should bottom and improve in 2020 in 
line with the economic recovery but it would require a huge 
jump in earnings for current valuations to be justified� There 
is a risk that corporate earnings disappoint� Further gains in 
the stock market require more PER multiple expansion and 
this is not a certainty as valuations are already expensive� 
Therefore, we expect a rally at the start of the year as stocks 

react to better economic data in 2020 but there is a risk that 
earnings expectations disappoint later in the year leading to 
muted returns of between 6-7% for the rest of 2020�

With modest returns for both assets classes it is difficult 
to favour one asset class over the other unlike last year 
where we were more positive on Fixed Income� We would 
tend to be more positive on equities at the start of the year 
as better economic data will boost the stock market while 
putting upward pressure on interest rates. Higher rates 
would in turn negatively impact bond prices� However, as the 
year progresses we expect a reversal and we would favour 
Fixed Income later in the year. Even if economic growth does 
picks up, the expansion may fall short of expectations and be 
weaker than expected� 

In terms of risks, while there has been a slight uptick in 
economic data and steady US job numbers, the risk of a US 
recession is still present� Current economic data remains 
weak with manufacturing activity in various parts of the 
world in contraction including the US�  Early indicators like 
the inverted yield curve have already been triggered� So 
far what is still holding up is US jobs and the US consumer� 
Another risk is that our expectations of subdued economic 
growth are wrong and a full-fledged recovery occurs in 2020� 
Then we should be overweight equities and underweight 
Fixed Income� Earnings would then grow strongly boosting 
equity markets while the better economic prospects would 
see the benchmark US 10-year interest rates rise from 
below 2% back to 3% triggering a correction in bonds� In the 
interest of being prepared, there are a whole lot of events 
that would trigger volatility and this includes Brexit and the 
US Presidential elections�

Risk: current economic data remains weak 
with manufacturing activity in various parts 
of the world in contraction including the US�

We do think equities may start off well as 
economic fundamentals should improve in 
2020�

Our 2019 Review & 2020 Investment Strategy
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Our 2020 Investment Themes & Strategy
CLOUDY VISION 20/20

KEY THEMES OUR ASSESSMENT MARKET IMPLICATIONS
& STRATEGY

GLOBAL GROWTH 
UNCERTAINTY

• Modest global growth in 2020 but no recession albeit risks remain�

• Assumes partial US-China trade deal (but no major concessions), motivated by 
upcoming US Presidential elections amidst slower US growth (as past fiscal 
stimulus fade and given its late cycle stage)�  

• Growth uncertainty to persist with politics and trade policy being unpredictable 
swing factors�

• Policy makers look to boost their domestic economies via fiscal spending�

• Positive factors: (1) supportive monetary/fiscal policy; (2) (possible) easing 
trade tension; (3) better year-on-year comparison against a muted base of 2019 
(as global manufacturing and electronics cycle may be bottoming/stabilizing)

• Negative factors: (1) corporate decision making/investment slows (on diminished 
business confidence given uncertainty)

• Modest returns for fixed income 
and equities expected but active 
management will be required�

• Focus on structural themes that 
are less dependent on global 
macro-economic conditions e�g�, 
5G, technology change/trends, 
policy beneficiaries�

CONTINUING TRADE 
TENSION AND TECH 
WAR

• US protectionist trade stance and global trade tension to remain an overhang 
but sentiment will fluctuate between hope and caution�

• Meaningful US-China trade war resolution unlikely as underlying issues (e�g�, 
containing the rise of China) extend beyond the economics of trade�

• Ongoing US-China tech war to continue given US/China rivalry/ aspirations, 
national security and intellectual property concerns etc�

• Corporates hedge against the risk of rising trade friction by reconfiguring 
regional supply chains�

• Risk of trade friction broadening out to other countries (e�g�, on  currency 
manipulation accusations, re-routing of trade flows to circumvent tariffs)�

• Favor a trading-oriented/tactical 
stance�

• Favor beneficiaries of production 
shifts away from China� 

ACCOMMODATIVE 
MONETARY POLICY 
AMIDST SUBDUED 
INFLATION

• Monetary policy to remain accommodative globally amidst benign inflation but 
this may not be sufficient to prevent an economic downturn� 

• US Fed likely to remain on hold in an election year with slower economic growth�

• Expect steeper curves in developed markets on fiscal stimulus�

• Expect a weaker USD due to already strong valuations�

• Negative output gaps (given excess capacity) and economic worries (weakening 
demand) to keep inflation subdued� 

• Favor short-end Asian local 
currency government bonds for 
carry and currency appreciation�

• Low inflation generally positive for 
ASEAN and India�

Our 2019 Investment Strategy
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CLOUDY VISION 20/20

KEY THEMES OUR ASSESSMENT MARKET IMPLICATIONS
& STRATEGY

MORE VOLATILITY; 
GEOPOLITICS MATTER

• Markets to remain volatile given uncertainty thereby requiring nimble trading�

• Sources of geopolitical risk include, amongst others: possible impeachment of 
US President Trump, US elections, Brexit, Latin America/Middle East political 
instability, continuing Hong Kong protests (triggering hardline response from 
China), human rights issues (affecting trade status) etc� 

• More tactical trading�

• High cash allocation from time-
to-time�

Upside Risks
• Positive resolution to the US-China trade war or easing trade tensions�
• Better-than-expected global economic growth�
• Stronger-than-expected inflows into Asia ex-Japan�

Downside Risks
• Further escalation of the US-China trade war and a broadening of trade tensions to other nations�
• Weaker-than-expected global economic growth; US recession or China hard landing�
• Higher-than-expected inflation�
• Rising geopolitical tension: US, China, Brexit, Latin America, Middle East�
• Credit shocks exacerbating an economic slowdown�

2020 OUTLOOK RISKS

Our 2020 Investment Themes & Strategy
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Our 2020 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook
EQUITIES

With 2019 performance having been driven by Price-
to-Earnings (P/E) multiple expansion, amidst earnings 
downgrades, Asian equities are now trading at 13�5X forward 
P/E, versus historical average of 12X� This above-average 
valuation suggests that markets have already partly priced in 
easing trade tension and a potential earnings revival off 2019’s 
muted base� We see limited room for further P/E multiple 
expansion hence 2020 performance will largely depend on 
whether earnings expectations are met or exceeded as well 
as geopolitical factors�

Our base case MSCI Asia ex-Japan index target as at end-2020 
of 680 implies a modest total return of c�7%, composed of 
c�4% price appreciation plus c�3% dividend yield� The path to 
achieving this return throughout the year may be a bumpy one 
as equity returns likely to be front-loaded�

Entering 2020 with the prospect of a partial US-China trade 
deal and supported by still-ample liquidity, we are positive 
on Asian equities and could potentially see valuations 
overshoot. Low yields further support the attractiveness of 
equity relative to fixed income� However, from 2Q20 onwards, 
uncertainty regarding the upcoming US Presidential election 
could set in motion to impact markets. US-China trade tension 
could also remain an overhang as the situation is fluid and 
erratic� We expect markets to remain volatile in 2020 thereby 

necessitating nimble trading� 

We are neutral on China given the trade uncertainty although 
we see selected pockets of resilience on structural themes 
(e�g internet plays, policy stimulus beneficiaries etc)� We 
would underweight Hong Kong given its economy has fallen 
into recession and in view of persisting protests�
We are neutral on the tech-heavy markets of Taiwan and 
Korea as valuations, on P/E basis, have largely factored in a 
bottoming or rather a stabilizing tech cycle� With no clear 
visibility on global growth or trade, both markets might not 
outperform�

We would overweight India despite expensive valuations given 
such supportive domestic fund flows and positive earnings 
momentum on the back of a series of government measures 
including tax cuts, support to public sector banks or non-bank 
financials, exporters and the real estate sector� 

Within ASEAN, we would overweight the Philippines on better 
growth expectations, boosted by the spill-over from unspent 
2019 government budget and given a relatively inexpensive 
valuations� Conversely, we would underweight Thailand given 
elevated valuations even if external and internal headwinds 
that have troubled Thailand in 2019 abate� 
  

Our 3Q 2019 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook

Entering 2020 we are positive on Asian equities in 1Q, but we expect markets to remain 
volatile for the rest of the year�
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Despite being a low growth market, we would overweight Singapore as dividend yields are still decent, added with an improving 
growth picture and expectations of a generous budget in the run-up to general elections� We are neutral on Malaysia but see the 
possibility of a better 2020 after past years’ underperformance� We are also neutral on Indonesia on macro or earnings risk despite 
possible tax and labour reforms planned� 

Based on MSCI Asia ex-Japan Index closing price of 650.95 on 9 December 2019.

CASE ASSUMPTION / RISK MARKET IMPLICATIONS
& STRATEGY

GOOD  CASE
• Better-than-expected economic growth�

• Resolution of US-China trade war�

• Overweight: India, Singapore, 
Philippines� Underweight: Hong 
Kong, Thailand� Neutral for the rest�

• MSCI Asia ex-Japan target 680, 
based on 13X 2021E EPS of 52 (+4%)�

BASE CASE

• Modest global growth but no recession�

• Partial US-China trade deal but no major concessions�

• Monetary policy to remain accomodative globally amidst benign inflation�

• More government fiscal policies to support growth�

• No severe geopolitical incidents�

• MSCI Asia ex-Japan target 740, 
based on 13�5X 2021E EPS of 54 
(+14%)�

BAD CASE

• Weaker-than-expected economic growth�

• Further trade war escalation�

• Negative inflation surprise�

• Heightened geopolitical tension�

•  MSCI Asia ex-Japan target 540, 
based on 11X 2021E EPS of 49    
(-17%)�

MACOECONOMIC SCENARIO SUMMARY
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We expect global GDP growth to pick up from around 3% in 2019 
to around 3.3% in 2020. Growth in China and India is expected 
to remain sluggish which brings EM Asia GDP growth to below 
6�0%� Despite slower growth in the coming years for Asia, we 
are cautiously optimistic on Asian local government bonds and 
currencies as USD strength is likely to abate due to a pause in 
Fed hikes and lower crude oil prices. However, we expect the 
curve to steepen as we believe that easy money is over and we 
expect some sort of fiscal stimulus in developed Europe and 
Japan which may put a floor on Asian long end yields�    

The biggest threat to Asia LCY and FX markets will be strong 
revival in global growth and fiscal stimulus in developed 
markets� Indeed, for 2020, our base case is for the developed 
economies to maintain status quo on rates and QE, and low for 
longer theme will continue in 2020 albeit with lot of volatility� 
Given negative rates around the world and slower growth, the 
biggest threat will come from synchronized selling of long 
end bonds around the globe� As a result, we will continue to 
maintain short duration position throughout 2020� 

Looking back at 2019, Asian LCY bonds did very well due to 
unexpected easing by the FED�  The Markit Asian Local Bond 
Index delivered 10% return in 2019� After a stellar 2019, returns 
for 2020 are likely to be muted and alpha will come from 
currencies rather than rates�   

Geopolitics: In 2019, that intensification of the US/China trade 
conflict was a gift for bonds as central banks acted decisively 
and cut rates across the globe�  However, the de-escalation 
in the form of a Phase-I deal signing and the promise of 
further negotiations should conversely dampen bond return 
expectations� As a result, we expect Asian bond curves to 
steepen in 2020�  However, the de-escalation will be positive 
for currencies in the short term as GDP boost in the first half 
may drive inflows in Asian local markets thus strengthening 
their currencies� 

Overall Neutral on Local government bonds: We expect 
developed market central banks to remain status quo on QE 
and rates in the first half of 2020� Hence, US treasury yields 
will be range bound in 2020, ranging from 1�5-2�25% for the 10 
year UST� Most of the Asian central banks are either staying on 
hold or cutting further in 2020� However rich valuations in low 
yielders and flat curves in high yielders, we do not have strong 
conviction and hence we will buy short dated government 

FIXED INCOME

Our 2020 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook

The biggest threat to Asia LCY and FX markets will be strong revival in global 
growth and fiscal stimulus in developed markets�

We are cautiously optimistic on Asian local 
government bonds and currencies as USD 
strength is likely to abate due to a pause in 
Fed hikes and lower crude oil prices�

v
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bonds like IDR, INR and MYR for carry purposes� We start 2020 
with neutral position in the Asian local currency bonds 

Overall Neutral to bullish on Asian currencies: Despite the 
outlook for slightly positive growth, fundamentals of many 
Asian currencies remain challenging as they grapple with an 
environment of high debt, worsening demographics, lower 
growth and sluggish productivity� Hence we expect mixed 
performance in Asian currencies next year as few will stand 
out�  Our top picks for first half are INR and IDR for yield, and 
MYR and TWD for growth�  

For Malaysia and Taiwan, we are bullish the currency as we 
believe growth will pick up in first half due to previous rate 
cuts by central banks and MYR is one of cheapest currency 
in the long run based on REER� In addition, the tech cycle is 
bottoming out and will benefit TWD� 

For India and Indonesia, we expect one more rate cut�  Also 
balances of payment for both these countries will be 
manageable due to lower oil prices, import restrictions and 
our view that crude oil price will remain in the range of $50-
70$/bbl� 

While country allocation remains important, local currency 
bond returns in 2020 will come from carry, and some FX 
appreciation. Expectations of a Fed pause and low for longer, 

and weaker USD will be most favourable for Asian countries.  

KEY HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2020
• Pick up in first half followed by slower global growth in second half; 
• USD weakness 
• Steeper curve
• Oil prices to remain low in the range USD 50-70/bbl
• Interest rates: 10-year UST to trade between 1�5-2�5% 
• Yield curve: UST, German bunds and JGB’s curve to steepen 
• ECB, FED  and BOJ to remain status quo
• China, India and Indonesia to implement marginal easing measures 

RISKS FOR 2020
• Massive sell off in long end government bonds in developed markets going from 0 to positive
• Inflation come back
• US elections
• Credit spreads blow out in US and Europe
• US-China trade tensions 

FIXED INCOME

v

Source:   JPM, Bloomberg
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COUNTRY INTEREST RATES CURRENCY

CHINA

• We expect China to keep its stable policy and we would like 
to maintain neutral stance on Chinese bonds� We expect 
more fiscal stimulus in China  as a result we are bearish on 
duration for the first quarter, and expect the yield curve to 
steepen� However in the second half as US election nears, we 
expect Chinese government bond yields to rally� 

• We prefer CNH to outperform USD for the first half� However, 
due to continued geopolitical risk, lower trade surplus and US 
election, we expect CNH to underperform in second half�

INDIA

• We are neutral on duration in India and expect RBI to remain 
neutral� We like short dated government bonds in INDIA for 
carry�

• We expect INR to appreciate given lower current account 
deficit and oil prices and high carry compared to rest of Asia�

INDONESIA

• We are neutral on duration from a long term perspective� 
However given structural reforms and ability for the 
government to reign in deficit, we will be positive for 
Indonesia and carry is still attractive�

• Fundamentals for the IDR have improved, thanks to the 
correction in external imbalances� We like IDR from a carry 
perspective�  

KOREA

• We expect steepening of the yield curve in the first half due 
to higher spending and more issuance, which will present 
an opportunity to establish long duration exposure for the 
second half� 

• We are neutral on KRW due to continued US-China trade 
tensions� Hence, KRW will be positive for first quarter if 
Phase-1 deal is signed or delayed and neutral for the rest of 
the year�    The key risk is North Korea tensions flare up� 

Singapore

• Neutral on Singapore bonds and expect curve to steepen� Talk 
about climate change bonds  and more fiscal stimulus due 
to election year will add further pressure on long end bonds� 

• We expect MAS to keep its monetary policy stable in the 
first half of 2020 due to pick up in global growth� However, 
Singapore faces challenges in terms of trade and lower 
structural growth� As a result, we expect SGD to remain 
neutral against the rest of G3 currencies� 

Malaysia

• We expect central bank to keep rates stable� We also expect 
the MGS/MGII curve to steepen from present flat levels 

• The current account balance has improved in 2019 and we 
expect it to continue to improve as we expect stable oil prices 
in 2020� Our top pick in first half of 2020 is MYR due to pick up 
in  global growth and tech sector demand�

Thailand
• We expect Bank of Thailand to remain neutral in 2020�  

However we expect the curve to steepen due to very low rates 
and flat curve

• We are neutral to on THB as central bank want to engineer a 
weaker baht in 2020 

Philippines

• We expect the central bank Bangko Sentral ng Philipinas 
(BSP) to keep rates stable � We expect the curve to steepen 
due to higher fiscal deficit 

• We are negative on PHP in the first quarter of 2020 due to 
higher current account deficit�

Taiwan
• Expect steeper curve • Expect TWD to strengthen due to pick up in tech cycle and 

global growth�

TRADES  FOR 2020
Duration: FY2020
• Neutral duration in Philippines, China, Thailand, Malaysia, India, Indonesia,
• Bearish duration in Singapore and Korea  

Currencies: FY2020
• Bullish on INR,AUD,IDR, TWD and MYR
• Neutral on THB, SGD, CNH, JPY, PHP and KRW

FIXED INCOME ASIAN MARKET OUTLOOK

Our 2020 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook

v
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FIXED INCOME - USD CORPORATES

Our 2020 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook

REVIEW FY2019: Bonds Outperformed  
When FY2019 began, USD bonds were a screaming buy� 
Asian USD investment grade bonds were at 4�5% while high 
yield bonds were at 8�5%� Macro outlook looked weak with 
escalating trade war tensions and the financial markets were 
inundated with political risks ranging from North Korea to 
Brexit and Hong Kong protestors joined in enroute� With so 
many negative headwinds affecting the global economy, we 
called for an overweight in bonds as we expected central 
banks that have been tightening in FY2018 to move to easing 
bias to support overall economic growth� We also expected 
increased inflows into bond investments to support bond 
prices as investors turn defensive against the challenging 
backdrop� 

Fast forward to December 2019 and USD bond funds delivered 
between 10% to 14% in total returns for FY2019� Above 10% 
returns for bonds is phenomenal for an asset class with 
historical volatility of just 2%� As we expected, the US Federal 
Reserve reversed course and cut interest rates three times 
in FY2019� China unwound many of their tightening policies 
in an attempt to guide their economy to a soft landing in the 
face of US increasing trade tariffs and trade sanctions against 
China technology companies� European Central Bank resumed 
interest rate cuts and maintained their QE programs to avoid 
Japanification� With coordinated easing policies globally, 
USD interest rates fell by around 100 basis points, driving the 
strong rally in bond returns�       

OUTLOOK FY2020: No More easy Money 
History will not repeat� The easy money has already been made 
for bonds� At current yield levels of 3�1% for investment grade 
and 7% for high yield, USD bonds are no longer cheap� However 
we remain positive on bonds and expect between 4% to 6% 
returns for USD bonds in FY2020.  

The key support for our positive view on bonds is that interest 
rates will remain stable in FY2020� Central banks are now 
fairly low on ammunition on the monetary policies and they 
will not be able to cut as aggressively as before but will start 
doling out more fiscal stimulus� Growth has probably troughed 
and we may see some young shoots as the lagged effects of 
monetary policies take effect paired with fiscal spending� 
However sustainable growth momentum needs time to build� 
Therefore we are not expecting global growth to improve in a 
big way but rather for growth to improve gradually up towards 
long term trend growth� 

Under this scenario, inflation will remain low and central 
banks will not be rushing to hike interest rates� Central 
bankers are also mindful that the geopolitical risks that 
dragged down global growth in FY2019 have not been resolved 
but merely paused in escalation� Adding to the bandwagon of 
risks, we have the US elections to contend with this year� We 
believe that concerns on sustainable growth will dominate 
and financing conditions will remain accommodative� Hence 
we are projecting total returns of 4% to 6% for USD bonds this 
year and see more value in high yield bonds versus investment 
grade bonds given low yields in a fairly stable macroeconomic 
environment.    

We remain positive on bonds and expect 
between 4% to 6% returns for USD bonds 
in FY2020�  

v
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FIXED INCOME - USD CORPORATES

Our 2020 Asia Ex-Japan Outlook

KEY THEMES MAYBANK ASSET MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT POSITIONS

BONDS ARE 
EXPENSIVE BUT 
EXPECTED TO BE 
STABLE

• USD Bond yields have dropped by around 150bps in FY2019� 

• Investment grade bonds at 3�1% levels currently is just 10 basis points 
above the 5 year low of 3%�

• High yield bonds at 7% currently is above 5 year low of 5% and 5 year 
average of 6�6%� 

• Within bonds prefer high yield bonds over 
investment grade bonds�

• Balanced portfolios overweight bonds versus 
equities� 

CENTRAL 
BANKS ARE NOT 
EXPECTED TO 
HIKE

• Interest rates are at historical lows and central banks have limited 
ammunition to ease from here�

• For FY2020, the burden of fresh economic stimulus is shifted to fiscal�

• Inflation will remain low allowing central banks to continue with easy 
monetary policies to support growth recovery� Central bankers are also 
expected to be tolerant of temporary inflation spikes as growth targets 
dominate�

• Yield curve may steepen as governments issue 
more to fund increasing deficits from fiscal 
stimulus� 

• Avoid long end and overweight short to middle 
part of the curve�

GROWTH HAS 
TROUGHED  

• Recession likely averted as the lagged effects of monetary policies start 
to take effect�

• Recent PMI data offers optimism that the slowdown has troughed and a 
positive turn is around the corner�

• However we are in a late stage of expansion cycle and will be vulnerable 
to external shocks� 

• Overweight high yield exposure, selectively� 

• Access to funding is key� Prefer liquid balance 
sheet such as property sector�

• Prefer Indonesia and China as risk-reward is 
attractive�  

VOLATILITY TO 
REMAIN

• While we enter FY2020 with less geopolitical stress, many of the risks 
remain and have material impact� 

• Technicals are less supportive as yields are lower and fiscal stimulus 
will result in gross new supply of bond issuance, pressurizing bond yields 
upwards�  

• Key risks include continuing global trade war, Brexit and US elections�

• Stay nimble� Buy liquid bonds or short dated 
less liquid bonds� 

• Keep 40% to 50% in short dated high yield 
bonds for carry� 

• Avoid long end sovereigns and quasi-
sovereigns�

• Maintain 20% in cash for opportunistic trading� 

Source:  Maybank Asset Management.
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Our 2020 Global Sukuk Outlook

The Global Sukuk markets in 2019 is expected to reach total 
issuance of USD 130 bn, slightly surpassing 2018’s USD 120 bn� 
This has represented a pickup from the lows of 2015, where 
issuance was only USD 80 bn equivalent� Based on 1H19’s 
issuance trends, Malaysia remains the largest issuance of 
Sukuks at 41% of total volume, followed by Indonesia at 18% 
and Saudi Arabia at 15%� 

Despite the boost in crude oil prices 
post OPEC+ announcement of further 
production cuts (by another 500k 
bpd to 1�7m bpd till March 2020), 
they continue to remain below the 
fiscal breakeven levels for most 
GCC sovereigns� Additionally, as GCC 
government spending in 2019 and 2020 
had increased, requiring new debt 
to fund the deficit�  However, supply 
should be well absorbed given the 
inclusion of GCC sovereigns bonds 
(conventional and sukuks) into JPM 
EMBIG Index�

Heading into 2020, global Sukuk issuance could be in the 
range of USD 170 - 190 bn, given supportive macro-economic 
environment for the GCC countries that is underpinned by 
range-bound oil prices (USD 50-70/bbl), increasing interest 
of conventional bond investors in Sukuks and the negative 
correlation of Sukuks with US rates, which makes Sukuk an 
alternative to conventional Fixed Income�

In 2018, amidst a period of market volatility triggered by 
rising USD rates, the DJ Sukuk Total Return Index was flat at 

+0�12% while JPM Asia Credit Index returned 
-0�79%�  Apart from Sukuks’ low duration 
profile, a rising interest rate environment 
tends to trigger more buying from middle 
east investors� The Global Sukuk market 
is expected to remain structurally short in 
supply as increasing demand continues to 
outstrip supply as can be seen in the below 
graph� 

What had been interesting in the Sukuk space 
in recent years was a slow but steady pick-
up in new issuance away from the typical 
Financials, Sovereigns or Quasi-Sovereigns� 

Saudi Arabia’s food producer Almarai, retail landlord Arabian 
Centers and Malaysia’s O&G service provider Serba Dinamik�  
Also, the Sukuk market is likely to see slightly less UAE bank 
issuers given the recent revival in M&A activity (Abu Dhabi 
Commercial Bank and Al Hilal Bank; Dubai Islamic Bank and 
Noor Bank) in the space� 

Column1 DJ Sukuk Total 
Return Index

JPMorgan 
Emerging 

Markets Bond 
Index

US Govt 5 
Year Yield 

Index

MSCI EM 
Equity Index

DJUBS 
Commodity 

Index

İboxx + Liquid 
High Yield 

Index

DJ Sukuk Total Return Index 1.000

JPMorgan Emerging Markets Bond 
Index 0.698 1.000

US Govt 5 Year Yield Index -0.481 -0.199 1.000

MSCI EM Equity Index 0.374 0.627 0.137 1.000

DJUBS Commodity Index 0.144 0.255 0.143 0.440 1.000

İboxx + Liquid High Yield Index 0.337 0.603 0.182 0.585 0.444 1.000

Heading into 2020, global Sukuk issuance 
could be in the range of USD 170 - 190bn, given 
supportive macro-economic environment 
for the GCC countries that is underpinned by 
range-bound oil prices (USD 50-70/bbl)�

v

Global Sukuk: Supply Demand Dynamics 

Negative Correlation with US Treasuries

Source: Bloomberg, Refinitiv, Moody’s, Azimut, Maybank Asset Management
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Our 2020 Global Sukuk Outlook

Source: Bloomberg, Refinitiv, Moody’s, Azimut, Maybank Asset Management

Global Sukuks: Recommendations

MALAYSIA

• Current Account to continue to improve given stable oil prices (USD 50-70/bbl) and revival of trade; MYR likely to appreciate 
against USD in 1Q20�

• Prefer short end MGII for carry and currency appreciation potential given flat curve; avoid duration�

• Market weight on USD Malaysia sovereign and SOE Sukuks and overweight on local currency Sukuk�

INDONESIA

• Expect IDR to stay range bound on stable external balances�

• Prefer short dated IDR Sukuks for carry given similar theme of flat yield curves�

• Inflation is expected to remain stable and thus IDR real yields remain positive�

• Market weight on USD INDOIS Sukuks and overweight on local currency Sukuk�

SAUDI ARABIA

• Market weight on KSA Sukuks�

• Supply of conventional bonds and sukuks can be absorbed given JPM Index Inclusion�

• Prefer USD High yield corporate sukuks over sovereign due to  lower supply pressure�

UAE

• Expo 2020 to provide some boost to consumer spending and hospitality sector�

• Residential real estate market might have bottomed but any recovery is likely to be slow�

• Prefer UAE HY�  Also UAE bank AT1s for carry given expectation of profitability and strong capital ratios �

QATAR
• Market weight on sukuks issued by Qatari financials�

• Overall Sukuk supply from Qatar should remain limited in 2020�

OMAN
• Underweight OMAN USD Sukuks on impending supply risks�

• Financing needs of Oman to remain heavy despite sales of stakes in SOEs�

BAHRAIN

• Bahrain’s sovereign and quasi conventional bonds and Sukuks to remain supported despite tight levels for it’s B+ rating�

• Government’s fiscal position set to improve given existing reforms in place and USD 10 bn support package form UAE and 
Saudi; S&P raised outlook to positive�

• Market weight on BAHRAIN’s USD sovereign Sukuks but prefer MUMTAK 21 and 24 sukuks for carry due to improved credit 
trajectory�

TURKEY • Underweight USD TURKSK Sukuks on tight valuations and increasingly susceptibility to geo-political risks�

KUWAIT • Continue to like Kuwaiti Banks AT1 perps for carry given limited supply vs UAE banks�
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OUTLOOK MALAYSIA20
20
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As we move into 2020, the central theme looks to be an 
extension of the key risks in 2019 with uncertainties and 
concerns on earnings, policy and politics. With expectations 
low at this stage, the market could improve once earnings 
growth bottoms and confidence recovers� 

Malaysian earnings (KLCI component stocks) are on a low 
base with earnings having declined in 2018 and consensus 
now expects a further 4% decline in 2019� Rolling into 2020, 
consensus is penning earnings growth of 5-6% with growth 
contribution largely driven by financials and plantations� We 
are comfortable with the consensus number�

The banking sector, which has performed poorly with net 
interest margin (NIM) under compression and concern over 
asset quality, could see some recovery as pressure on NIM is 
expected to taper and credit costs are stabilising� The sector 
is trading at undemanding valuation with attractive dividend 
yields.

The plantation sector is likely to do better as crude palm 
oil (CPO) prices are firming up on i) lower production due to 
the impact of dry weather, lower fertiliser application and 
replanting activities to manage costs, and ii) growing demand 
for CPO from China as a substitute for soybean oil, as well as 
from the expected implementation of B30 mandate in Indonesia 
and B20/B10 in Malaysia�

With Petronas’ capex step-up on track coupled with broadly 
rising activity levels offshore, the oil & gas sector earnings 
outlook has improved. Concurrently, the analysts’ community 
have been raising earnings forecasts, valuations and ratings 
across the oil and gas (O&G) services value chain� 

The construction sector should see better times after a lull 
in fresh contract awards and slow recognition of progress 
billings. Several mega-projects may take off to stir investor 
interest in the sector� 2020 is likely to see the East Coast 
Rail Link (ECRL) resume, the Penang Transport Master Plan 
(PTMP) launched and the possible revival of the Singapore-
KL High Speed Rail (HSR) project� Billions of Ringgits worth of 
infrastructure development projects in Sarawak are also likely 
to roll out ahead of the upcoming state election�

2020 Malaysia Outlook
EQUITIES

Rolling into 2020, we expect earnings growth of 5-6% with growth contribution largely 
driven by financials and plantations�

3Q 2019 Malaysia Outlook

• Financials: is trading at undemanding valuation with 
attractive dividend yields�

• Plantations: likely to do better as crude palm oil (CPO) 
prices are firming up�
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With visible improvement observed in some of the key sectors 
of the economy along with Budget 2020 projection of robust 
GDP growth of 4�7% and 4�8% for 2019 and 2020, already easy 
monetary conditions and peaking of trade-war tensions, our 
base case scenario is for the KLCI to trade at their seven year 
mean price-earning-ratio of 15.7X giving a target of 1685. 

Some key events to look out for in 2020 include;

1� Potential Malaysia exclusion from FTSE Russell’s World 
Government Bond Index in March 2020,

2� Tabling of the 12th Malaysian Plan, a five year development 
plan spanning 2021-2025, in Parliament in August 2020, 
and

3� Potential listing of Petronas Carigali, the exploration arm 
of parent company Petronas� 

EQUITIES

Our base case scenario is for the KLCI 
to trade at their seven year mean 
price-earning-ratio of 15�7X giving a 
target of 1685� 
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2020 Malaysia Outlook
FIXED INCOME

The trade war tension between US-China continues to take 
the centre stage� It has pushed the global economy to slow 
down significantly� Many central banks around the world have 
resorted to monetary policy stances by cutting their benchmark 
interest rates to weather the global economic slowdown� Thus 
the resulting bond market was expected to perform well in 
2019� The bond market’s outlook in 2020 however has multiple 
potential scenarios depending on the outcome of the trade 
war� The recent developments in the trade war seem to be 

shifting towards positive territory as the “Phase One” deal was 
concluded, averting further introduction of new US tariffs, which 
currently impact an estimated USD 160b of consumer goods 
from China� The 10-year US Treasury yield would edge higher to 
1�94% and upwards momentum would probably continue� 

The Malaysian bond market on the other hand does not differ 
significantly to other regional markets with yields currently 
near trough levels and curves seen to be flat for the time 
being� The government’s outlook on the Malaysian economy for 
2020 is rather positive with expectations that Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) will perform better at 4�80% compared to 4�70% 
in 2019� However, local economists are projecting a lower range 
between 4�20%-4�50%� 

Moving into 2020, Malaysian market players foresee that Bank 
Negara Malaysia (BNM) may still have room to cut its Overnight 
Policy Rate (OPR) by 25bps in 1Q20. Therefore, it may pin down 
the front end of the MGS curve with 3-year levels currently at 
3�10% while the 10-year benchmark level looks to remain flat at 
the 3�50% level� However, moving into 2Q20, there is a possibility 
of a different scenario; that is, if the negotiation of the trade 
war continues on a positive path� This may actually cause the 
yield curve to steepen with the expectation that the 10-year 
MGS could move to the 3�80% level in 4Q20� In the Private Debt 
Securities (PDS) space, we expect the credit spread to widen 
against the sovereign comparables in light of the improving 
global economy� Therefore, we are cautious to take on any 
bond duration in 1Q20 and would favour to position ourselves 
defensively, prefering short term credit bonds for an affordable 
yield pickup.

Moving into 2020, the government 
expects that GDP will perform better at 
4�80% compared to 4�70% in 2019�

Malaysian market players foresee that 
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) may still have 
room to cut its Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) 
by 25bps in 1Q20�
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Our Funds
Data as of 15th December  2019Legend  G: Growth  I: Income  W: Wholesale R: Retail

Fund (Strategy) Type Objective Inception
Performance (%)

Geo. Exposure
1 Yr 3 Yr

Since 
Inception

Equities

MAMG Asia Rising Stars MYR R G-Lng 18-Oct-18 -1.38 - -14.62 Asia

MAMG Asia Rising Stars AUD R G-Lng 18-Oct-18 6.07 - -3.69 Asia

MAMG Asia Rising Stars EUR R G-Lng 18-Oct-18 3.54 - -3.83 Asia

MAMG Asia Rising Stars SGD R G-Lng 18-Oct-18 0.49 - -8.32 Asia

MAMG Asia Rising Stars USD R G-Lng 18-Oct-18 1.45 - -7.38 Asia
Maybank Dividend Trust R I+G-Med/Lng 6-Jun-06 5.08 13.42 270.05 Malaysia

Maybank Ethical Trust R I+G-Med/Lng 7-Jan-03 -0.22 2.75 424.78 Malaysia

Maybank SmallCap Trust R G-Med/Lng 3-Mar-04 14.88 17.35 55.62 Malaysia

Maybank Unit Trust R G-Lng 26-Mar-92 0.40 6.08 236.31 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust A MYR R G-Med/Lng 7-Jan-03 1.25 3.63 410.51 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust A JPY R G-Med/Lng 19-Nov-12 -3.55 4.60 7.37 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust B USD R G-Med/Lng 7-Jan-03 1.75 -0.57 -25.45 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust B JPY R G-Med/Lng 13-Sep-13 -3.54 4.61 -12.36 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust B SGD R G-Med/Lng 19-Jan-13 -0.65 3.14 -5.42 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust C MYR (Institutional) R G-Med/Lng 7-Jan-03 1.35 4.17 4.80 Malaysia

Maybank Value Trust C USD (Institutional) R G-Med/Lng 7-Jan-03 1.95 10.78 -17.51 Malaysia

Equity Shariah R

Maybank Asiapac Ex-Japan Equity-I R G-Lng 8-Jan-14 9.26 20.30 41.78 Asia ex-Japan

Maybank Dana Yakin R G-Med/Lng 24-Nov-00 4.96 0.99 172.19 Malaysia

Maybank Greater China ASEAN Equity-I A MYR R G-Lng 27-Apr-15 5.74 19.76 16.29 ASEAN & Greater China

Maybank Greater China ASEAN Equity-I B USD R G-Lng 27-Apr-15 6.78 28.76 2.21 ASEAN & Greater China

Maybank Greater China ASEAN Equity-I C USD (Institutional) R G-Lng 27-Apr-15 7.49 32.34 6.77 ASEAN & Greater China

Maybank Greater China ASEAN Equity-I D USD (Institutional) R G-Lng 26-Jun-18 8.30 - 0.09 ASEAN & Greater China

Fixed Income

MAMG Global Constant Income R I-Lng 15-May-17 7.35 - 12.29 Global

MAMG Global Income Trust R I-Lng 17-Jul-17 2.33 - 4.04 Global

Maybank Bluewaterz Total Return MYR W G-Lng 14-Aug-15 12.71 18.57 26.76 Asia
Maybank Bluewaterz Total Return USD W G-Lng 20-Jul-18 13.42 - 12.56 Asia

Maybank Constant Income 6 R I-Lng 19-Sep-16 11.58 - 15.36 Asia

Maybank Constant Income 7 R I-Lng 17-Mar-17 8.35 - 8.35 Asia

Maybank Constant Income 8 R I-Lng 21-Oct-19 - - 0.22 Asia

Maybank Financial Institutions Income W I-Lng 17-Dec-09 6.24 15.59 221.87 Malaysia

Maybank Financial Institutions Income Asia R I-Lng 26-Aug-14 12.02 18.44 39.06 Asia

Maybank Income Trust R I-Med 19-Jul-96 6.24 15.59 221.87 Malaysia

Fixed Income Shariah
MAMG Global Shariah Income R I-Lng 13-Mar-18 7.34 - 15.40 Global

Maybank Dana Arif A MYR R I-Lng 27-Apr-04 7.50 17.13 100.28 Malaysia

Maybank Dana Arif C MYR (Institutional) W I-Lng 21-Aug-13 7.94 18.18 37.91 Malaysia

Maybank Dana Arif C USD (Institutional) W I-Lng 17-Sep-14 7.91 24.86 -0.47 Malaysia

Maybank Malaysia Sukuk R I-Lng 8-Jan-14 8.60 19.25 31.16 Malaysia
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Our Funds
Data as of 15th December  2019Legend  G: Growth  I: Income  W: Wholesale R: Retail

Fund (Strategy) Type Objective Inception
Performance (%)

Geo. Exposure
1 Yr 3 Yr

Since 
Inception

Money Market

Maybank Dana Nabeel A MYR W I-Shrt 6-Jul-11 3.35 10.12 29.31 Malaysia

Maybank Dana Nabeel B MYR W I-Shrt 6-Jul-11 - - 0.46 Malaysia

Maybank Enhanced Cash XIII R I-Shrt 24-Sep-08 2.80 9.47 40.10 Malaysia

Maybank Money Market A MYR W I 1-Mar-19 - - 0.60 Malaysia

Maybank Money Market B MYR W I 1-Mar-19 - - -0.10 Malaysia

Maybank Money Market C MYR W I 1-Mar-19 - - -0.10 Malaysia

Maybank Shariah Cash W I 15-Sep-17 -17.75 - -10.20 Malaysia

Maybank Shariah Enhanced Cash R I-Shrt 24-Nov-08 2.17 8.86 37.17 Malaysia

Balanced

Maybank Balanced Trust (Conventional) R I+G-Lng 19-Sep-94 3.15 5.61 140.31 Malaysia

Maybank Dana Ikhlas (Shariah) R I+G 17-Sep-02 5.87 3.23 125.18 Malaysia

Multi-Asset

Maybank Global Mixed Assets-I MYR R G 17-Jun-19 - - 4.85 Global

Maybank Global Mixed Assets-I MYR Hedged R G 17-Jun-19 - - 4.11 Global

Maybank Global Mixed Assets-I USD R G 17-Jun-19 - - 4.37 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income MYR W I 22-Jan-19 - - 9.09 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income AUD Hedged W I 22-Jan-19 - - 8.50 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income EUR Hedged W I 22-Jan-19 - - 8.58 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income MYR Hedged W I 22-Jan-19 - - 7.53 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income SGD Hedged W I 22-Jan-19 - - 8.25 Global

MAMG Dynamic High Income USD W I 22-Jan-19 - - 7.18 Global

Maybank Flexi Income MYR R I-Lng 28-Nov-19 - - 0.00 Global

Maybank Flexi Income AUD Hedged R I-Lng 28-Nov-19 - - 0.00 Global
Maybank Flexi Income MYR Hedged R I-Lng 28-Nov-19 - - 0.00 Global

Maybank Flexi Income SGD Hedged R I-Lng 28-Nov-19 - - 0.00 Global

Maybank Flexi Income USD R I-Lng 28-Nov-19 - - 0.00 Global
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Disclaimer: This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not constitute (1) an offer to buy or sell 
or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or financial instrument mentioned in this document and (2) any investment 
advise� Investors should seek financial or any relevant professional advice regarding the suitability of investing in any securities or 
investments based on their own particular circumstances and not on the basis of any recommendation in this presentation� Inves-
tors should note that income from such investments, if any, may fluctuate and that each investment’s price/value may rise or fall� 
Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested� Past performance is not an indication of future performance� 
Accordingly, investors may receive less than originally invested� Investors should be aware of the risks involved when investing in 
any investments� Please seek clarification on potential risks that may arise prior to any decision made to invest in any investments�

The opinions, analysis, forecasts, projections and/or expectations (together referred to as “Information”) contained herein are in-
puts provided by entities within Maybank’s Asset Management Group Berhad which have been obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable and are based on the technical investment expertise� Maybank Asset Management Group Berhad and its entities makes no 
representation or warranty, expressed or implied that such Information is accurate, complete or verified and should not be relied 
to as such� The Information contained herein are published for recipients’ reference only and is subject to change without notice�

Maybank Asset Management Group Berhad shall at all times perform all transactions at arms’ length for all its clients, especially 
when in situations where there is conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest� Maybank Asset Management Group Berhad 
accepts no liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from use of this presentation� No part of this presentation 
may be distributed or reproduced in any format without the prior consent of Maybank Asset Management Group Berhad�
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